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Dysprosium scandate DyScOx with a � value of �20 has been investigated as blocking dielectric in
charge trapping memory capacitors. DyScOx films with 28 and 18 nm thicknesses are deposited by
atomic layer deposition on two different kinds of silicon nitride used as charge trapping layer, while
SiO2 is used as tunnel oxide and TaN is used as metal gate. Memory capacitors with Al2O3 as
blocking layer with similar equivalent oxide thickness �EOT� to DyScOx are also characterized as
benchmarks. DyScOx thermal stability on both Si3N4 and Si-rich SiN at annealing temperatures up
to 900 °C demonstrates the complementary metal-oxide semiconductor process compatibility of the
oxide. Especially when deposited on Si-rich SiN, comparable program and slightly better retention
performance with Al2O3 are observed for DyScOx, whereas erase still needs to be improved. Some
variations in the electrical performance are found between the DyScOx-based stacks with different
charge trapping layer and have been discussed. Scaling the total stack EOT by reducing DyScOx

thickness from 28 to 18 nm allows a large program/erase window, but with the penalty of an
increased charge loss during retention. Our results suggest that the key factors in further
improvement of DyScOx as blocking dielectric are the dielectric quality and leakage current.
© 2011 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.3533765�

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous demand for data storage in portable elec-
tronic devices has produced a very aggressive growth of
NAND flash memories in the recent years. However, scaling
the NAND flash technology, based on floating gate �FG� ar-
chitectures, beyond the 2X technology node is extremely
challenging due to the limitations related to the scaling of
tunnel oxide �TO� below 7–8 nm, cell to cell interference
and loss of control gate to FG coupling.1

Many evolutionary or revolutionary technologies have
been proposed to eventually replace conventional FG memo-
ries. Among them, charge trap �CT� flash cell appears as the
most technologically mature for NAND flash applications, be-
cause it is based on a fully complementary metal-oxide semi-
conductor compatible fabrication process and it is potentially
compatible with a three-dimensional integration.2 Moreover,
in this technology the discrete nature of storage element �sili-
con nitride� allows more robustness to stress-induced leakage
current and coupling interference issues. The most promising
and investigated CT flash approach is the
TaN /Al2O3 /Si3N4 /SiO2 /Si �TANOS� cell, which is derived
from the well known SONOS �poly-Si /SiO2 /Si3N4 /
SiO2 /Si� concept.3 The key element of TANOS cell is the
use of Al2O3 as blocking dielectric �BD� instead of SiO2.
Al2O3 allows a more efficient program/erase �P/E� operation
due to the increased injecting field through the tunnel oxide

with respect to the high-� BD, while the SiO2 TO can be
kept thick enough to prevent direct tunneling during reten-
tion. Furthermore, a high work function metal gate such as
TaN allows minimizing electron-back tunneling which
causes erase saturation 3.

However, nitride scaling issues,4 together with the mod-
erate dielectric constant ��� of Al2O3 ��9–10�, represent a
serious limitation in further improvements and scaling of the
device. In this view, the use of a BD with � value higher than
Al2O3 is considered a viable solution. Indeed, in such a way,
it is possible to reduce the electric field across the BD at
fixed electric field through the SiO2 tunnel oxide. The proper
engineering of the dielectrics thickness and � values within
the stack can be therefore exploited for faster P/E operations
and to minimize the electron leaking out toward the gate
during retention. Besides a high � value, materials suitable
for BD application in TANOS memories must have suffi-
ciently large energy band gap and band offsets with respect
to the CT layer, thermal stability, low leakage current, low
trap density, and high breakdown fields.5

Among the various high-� candidates, rare-earth based
scandates �i.e., DyScOx or GdScOx� or aluminates
�GdAlOx,LaAlOx� appear to fulfill the requirements for
Al2O3 replacement as BD.6 The case of scandates is of par-
ticular interest because with these ternary compounds it is
possible to increase the � value compared to the binary
Sc2O3 without a large penalty in band gap or band offsets,
which remain close to those of Sc2O3 �band gap of �6.0 eV
and conduction band offset of 2.0 eV with Si �Refs. 7 and
8��. Previous papers have introduced GdAlOx �Ref. 9� and
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LaAlOx �Ref. 10� as BD, showing promising memory perfor-
mance, but a large investigation on the electrical properties
of rare-earth based scandates on top of silicon nitride in a
TANOS cell has not yet been reported.

In this work, we show the electrical properties of TANOS-
like memory capacitors incorporating ternary DyScOx as BD
�TDNOS cell� upon two kinds of silicon nitrides as CT layer.
We perform a comparison between program/erase and reten-
tion performance of DyScOx and Al2O3, first in the case of
Si-rich SiN as CT layer, then in the case of Si3N4. Further,
we analyze and discuss the impact of the different kind of
nitride layer on the different memory performance of the
devices. Finally, we check the effect of DyScOx thickness
scaling on the overall performance of TDNOS stacks. A dis-
cussion on the issues to overcome for future integration of
this material in charge trap memory devices is also provided.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 1 shows the schematic of TANOS and TDNOS
charge trapping memory capacitors characterized in this pa-
per. The total EOT of the analyzed stacks is between 15 and
10 nm. For all stacks the tunnel oxide is 4.5 nm thick thermal
SiO2 tunnel oxide, while the charge trapping layer is 6 nm
thick Si3N4 or 7.8 nm thick Si-rich SiN �with N/Si ratio of
1.05–1.15� made by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition.
Finally either Al2O3 or DyScOx are integrated as blocking
dielectrics, trying to compare the electrical performance of

Al2O3 and DyScOx blocking dielectrics with same EOT and
to address the scaling down of BD EOT. Table I provides the
details of the samples, including physical thicknesses of the
various layers measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and
EOT of memory capacitors extracted from the fitting of
capacitance-voltage �C-V� curves at 1 MHz taking into ac-
count quantum mechanical corrections.11

TANOS cells are realized by atomic layer deposition
�ALD� of Al2O3 on Si3N4 /SiO2 /Si �TANOS-1� and
Si-rich /SiO2 /Si �TANOS-2� substrates. Al2O3 is deposited
by ALD at 300 °C in the Savannah 200 reactor �Cambridge
Nanotech Inc.� using Al�CH3�3 and O3 as Al and oxygen
source, respectively. After ALD process, rapid thermal an-
nealing �RTA� is performed at 1030 °C in N2 for 30 s to
allow Al2O3 crystallization into the �-phase,5,12 which is
known to improve the blocking dielectric quality due to re-
ducing leakage current and trap density with respect to the
amorphous phase.6 The thickness of crystalline Al2O3 is
around 14 nm and the measured � value in the 9–10 range.

DyScOx films as BD are deposited by ALD at 350 °C in
the F120 reactor �ASM Microchemistry Ltd.� using
Sc�C11H19O2�3 and Dy�C11H19O2�3 as Sc and Dy precursors,
respectively, and O3 as oxygen source. Further details on the
ALD growth are reported in Ref. 13. It is found from grazing
incidence x-ray diffraction that as-deposited amorphous
DyScOx layers develop polycrystallinity after RTA in N2 at
600 °C for 30 s and reach the complete crystallization in the
cubic solid solution phase at 900 °C.13 The film composition
measured by means of total reflection x-ray fluorescence is
Dy0.43Sc0.57Ox. Time of flight-secondary ion mass spectrom-
etry �ToF-SIMS� depth profiles reveal that the thermal stabil-
ity of the DNOS stack is preserved for RTA temperatures up
to 900 °C, temperature required for TaN crystallization. The
� value of DyScOx extracted from C-V measurements is
�18–20.11,13 Consequently, two physical thicknesses are se-
lected for DyScOx: 28 nm to reach the same EOT of the 14
nm thick Al2O3 layer and 18 nm to analyze the memory
performance of the stack when scaling its total EOT.

Capacitors are defined by 15 nm TaN/30 nm W deposition
by reactive sputtering, device patterning by optical lithogra-
phy, TaN/W wet etching or lift-off process and RTA at

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the TDNOS and TANOS stacks ana-
lyzed in this work.

TABLE I. Sample ID, RTA temperature, and EOT of the investigated stacks, along with the thickness of the
different dielectrics measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Stack
RTA
�°C�

Physical thickness
�nm�

Stack EOT
�nm�Tunnel ox. Trapping layer Blocking dielectric

TDNOS 900 4.5 nm SiO2 7.8 nm Si-rich SiN 28 nm DyScOx 15.3
TDNOS 900 4.5 nm SiO2 7.8 nm Si-rich SiN 18 nm DyScOx 12.7
TDNOS 900 4.5 nm SiO2 6 nm Si3N4 33 nm DyScOx 13.3
TDNOS 900 4.5 nm SiO2 6 nm Si3N4 20 nm DyScOx 10.1
TDNOS-1 1030 4.5 nm SiO2 6 nm Si3N4 14 nm Al2O3 12.6
TDNOS-2 1030 4.5 nm SiO2 7.8 nm Si-rich SiN 14 nm Al2O3 13.8
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900 °C for 30 s for TaN/W crystallization. Finally, memory
capacitors were subjected to a forming gas annealing at
400 °C for 15 min.

Program characteristics are acquired by monitoring the
flat band voltage shift �VFB of the C-V curves of n-Si
TANOS and TDNOS capacitors ��VFB defined as the differ-
ence between the VFB of the programmed state and the VFB

of the fresh cell� after each programming pulse, while the
erase characteristics are assessed by monitoring the �VFB

after each erasing pulse on p-Si capacitors, starting from a
programmed state of about 6 V. Finally, retention measure-
ments are performed by evaluating the �VFB loss �after pro-
gramming each cell at �VFB�5 V� at baking temperature in
the 25–200 °C range.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Memory performance of DyScOx on Si-rich SiN

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the P/E transients of TDNOS
stack with Si-rich SiN as CT layer and the TANOS-2 bench-
mark. Considering the slight different EOT of the stacks
�Table I� and the slight differences in VFB values observed in
the C-V curves of capacitors, the transients have been ac-
quired by applying the same electric field across the SiO2

tunnel oxide �FTO�, defined as: FTO= �VG−VFB� /EOT, where
VG is the voltage applied to the gate.

In this way, we ensure a fair comparison of the P/E char-
acteristics of the stacks, and the influence of the different
blocking dielectric is more clearly revealed. We have chosen
FTO values of �12.5 MV/cm, allowing Fowhler-Nordheim
�F-N� tunneling of the electrons through the TO. From Fig.
2�a� it can be observed that the initial steep �VFB value is the
same in the case of DyScOx and Al2O3, meaning that the
program speed is the same. Only for pulse times above 1 ms
the trapping rate is slightly reduced for DyScOx-based stack.
In the case of erase, shown in Fig. 2�b�, faster speed is pro-
vided by Al2O3 even for short pulse times, and there is a
clear difference in erase saturation level between the stacks.

In order to discuss the P/E behavior observed for TDNOS
and TANOS-2 stacks, it is useful to look at their band dia-
grams �shown in Fig. 3�, obtained using values taken from
literature8,14,15 and using the band diagram simulation

software.16 The slightly lower conduction band offset with Si
of DyScOx film compared to Al2O3 �reported value of
2.0�0.1 eV for DyScOx against 2.2�0.1 eV for Al2O3

�Refs. 8 and 14�� could explain the slight reduction in pro-
gram level for long pulse times in the case of TDNOS stack
with respect to TANOS-2. Indeed, after being injected the
high energy electrons which are traveling along the conduc-
tion band of nitride can see a low barrier ��B� between ni-
tride and the blocking dielectric, thus flowing directly toward
the gate instead of being trapped.17 Moreover, the DyScOx

layer could exhibit a higher leakage current than Al2O3,
likely related to the presence of shallow traps. The different
program behavior for high applied voltages and long pro-
gramming pulses of charge trapping cells with different BD
has been explained in other works18 involving hole backtun-
neling from the gate through a BD with a low hole barrier
height with the gate itself, as in our case �the hole barrier
between DyScOx and TaN is reduced by 1 eV with respect to
the case of Al2O3, see Fig. 3�.

Concerning the poorer erase performance of TDNOS
stack compared to TANOS-2 benchmark, the difference in
band gap and band offset between DyScOx and Al2O3, as
evidenced in Fig. 3, could have an important role. It is
known that the electron barrier height �M between the block-
ing dielectric and the metal gate must be as high as possible
to prevent electron backtunneling from the gate during erase.
In the case of DyScOx, the lower barrier with the TaN elec-
trode determined by the different electron affinity compared
to Al2O3 �reported electron affinity of 2.0 eV for DyScOx

�Ref. 15� against 1.7 eV for Al2O3 �Ref. 19�� could promote
more abundant electron current through the blocking dielec-
tric toward the CT layer, which is known to limit erase satu-
ration level.3 A critical issue could also be a reduction in the
effective TaN metal work function on top on DyScOx, as was
observed in literature20,21 for TaN in contact with other ox-
ides. This effect is not considered when building the energy
band diagrams in Fig. 3, and a fixed TaN work function value
of 4.9 eV is considered.22 The different erase speed observed
for the two stacks even for short erasing pulses could be also

FIG. 2. �Color online� Comparison of �a� program and �b� erase transients at
the same FTO of TDNOS and TANOS-2 stacks with Si-rich SiN as charge
trapping layer. FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic of the band diagrams of TDNOS and

TANOS stacks.
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related to the presence of a trap-rich DyScOx blocking oxide,
allowing trap-assisted tunneling of electrons from the gate
toward the Si-rich nitride.

Figure 4 shows retention characteristics at 25, 85, and
200 °C for TDNOS and TANOS-2 stacks. At room tempera-
ture and at 85 °C, the larger physical thickness of DyScOx

with respect to Al2O3 allows better retention due to an in-
creased tunneling distance for electrons stored in the bulk of
nitride. At 200 °C, TDNOS stack retains more charge than
TANOS for baking times below 1�106 s, whereas the re-
tention of the stacks becomes comparable for longer times.
In order to explain the observed difference between Al2O3

and DyScOx we could consider that at 200 °C the thermi-
onic emission of electrons from CT layer becomes a relevant
charge loss mechanism, competing with trap to band
tunneling.10 Moreover, the effect of thermal excitation on
charge loss becomes more important for long retention
time.23Electrons which are thermally emitted from nitride
trap to the conduction band, and subsequently migrated at
the Si-rich SiN /DyScOx interface, can more easily escape in
TDNOS than in TANOS stack due to the almost zero �B

between DyScO and Si-rich SiN. It is worth noting that the
testing temperature of 200 °C, although useful for physical
understanding, is well beyond most of the final user tempera-
ture range �i.e., 85 °C for customer applications�.

B. Memory performance of DyScOx on stoichiometric
Si3N4

In Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� program and erase performance of
TDNOS and TANOS-1 memory stacks with Si3N4 as CT
layer are compared at a FTO= �12.5 MV /cm. As evident
from Fig. 5�a�, program speed of DyScOx-based stack is sen-
sibly reduced compared to Al2O3, with a �VFB difference of
1–1.2 V even for short programming pulses. In the case of
erase characteristics, shown in Fig. 5�b�, poor erase is pro-
vided by TDNOS cell, which is not completely erased even
for long erasing pulses.

Differently from what was observed for DyScOx on top
on Si-rich SiN in the previous section, in this case the pro-
gram efficiency of TDNOS stack with respect to TANOS-1 is
evidently degraded, whereas erase speed of TDNOS and

TANOS cells at short pulse times is the same. This findings
could indicate differences in the dielectric quality of DyScOx

and/or DyScOx/nitride interface when grown on different
starting surfaces �Si-rich SiN or stoichiometric Si3N4�, as
will be discussed in the next section. In particular, concern-
ing erase operation, the most probable reason for the worse
performance of DyScOx compared to Al2O3, is again the
lower barrier between DyScOx and TaN gate with respect to
Al2O3 �Fig. 3� and consequently an increased electron injec-
tion from the gate through the BD as the erasing pulse time
increase.

Retention characteristics at room temperature are pre-
sented in Fig. 6�a�. Higher charge loss in TDNOS stack than
in TANOS-1 is observed already after 1 day at 25 °C, and
the charge loss rate further increases for TDNOS stack with
increasing times. This result could be a proof of the fast
charge detrapping and leakage in DyScOx. To confirm this
hypothesis, field-accelerated retention measurements are per-
formed on TDNOS stack at room temperature. When apply-
ing zero electric field across the tunnel oxide �FTO

=0 MV /cm�, the positive voltage applied to the gate would
move the charge centroid toward the BD/CT layer interface,
allowing charge loss by tunneling through the BD toward the
gate. On the other hand, when zero electric field on the
blocking dielectric �FBD=0 MV /cm� is applied, the nega-
tive applied voltage would push trapped electrons at the CT
layer/TO interface, thus allowing tunneling through the TO
toward the substrate. The results are shown in Fig. 6�b�,
starting from a high programmed level of �5 V in three

FIG. 4. �Color online� Retention characteristics at room temperature, 85 °C
and at 200 °C, starting from a programmed state of 5 V, of TDNOS and
TANOS-2 stacks with Si-rich SiN as CT layer.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Comparison of �a� program and �b� erase transients at
the same FTO of TDNOS and TANOS-1 stacks with Si3N4 as charge trap-
ping layer.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Retention at 25 °C of TDNOS and TANOS-1
stack with Si3N4 as CT layer; �b� field-accelerated retention measurement �at
room temperature� of TDNOS stack with Si3N4 as CT layer. DyScOx physi-
cal thickness is 33 nm.
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different cases: FTO=0 MV /cm, FBD=0 MV /cm, VG

=0 V �the last case corresponds to pure retention measure-
ment�. The highest charge loss of 0.6 V after 104 s at room
temperature is observed in the case of FTO=0 MV /cm,
whereas in the other two cases the charge loss rate and the
charge loss values are comparable �0.1 V after 104 s�. This
result indicates that the main leakage path during retention is
through DyScOx, which exhibits fast charge detrapping from
the programmed state. The observed behavior correlates with
the poor program efficiency of TDNOS stack with Si3N4 as
CT layer.

C. Effect of different charge trapping layer

The impact of different Si content in silicon nitride on
memory performance of a TANOS cell has been extensively
studied by several groups.24–26 A common finding is that, in
general, nitride engineering by increasing Si content slightly
affects program characteristics,24,26 but allows faster erase
speed than Si3N4.25,26 Retention is also hardly affected;
charge loss is largely increased in Si-rich SiN with respect to
Si3N4 not because of shallower trap energy levels but be-
cause of a higher electron occupation number in Si-rich SiN
for the same charge state: defects which contribute to charge
loss are Si-H bonds in Si3N4 and Si-H bonds and Si dangling
bonds in Si-rich SiN.24 Comparing P/E transients of
TANOS-1 and TANOS-2 stacks, shown in Figs. 7�a� and
7�b�, and their retention characteristics at 25 °C and 200 °C
�Fig. 8�, the trend observed in literature is confirmed in the

better erase provided by TANOS-2 sample �Si-rich SiN� and
at the same time its significant retention degradation.

Important differences in program and retention perfor-
mance are instead found when comparing TDNOS stacks
with DyScOx used as BD on top of Si-rich SiN and Si3N4.
Figure 9�a� shows program transients at FTO=12.5 MV /cm,
and evidences that DyScOx on Si3N4 has lower program
speed than DyScOx on Si-rich SiN. This strong difference
was not observed in the case of Al2O3 on both kinds of
nitride. Furthermore, from retention measurements at room
temperature shown in Fig. 9�b�, similar charge loss values
are observed in both TDNOS stacks, while in principle the
stack with Si-rich SiN would have worse retention than the
stack with Si3N4 due to the well-known bad retention prop-
erties of a Si-rich nitride. All these features indicate a better
dielectric quality, in terms of leakage properties and density
of traps, of DyScOx film deposited on Si-rich SiN than when
deposited on Si3N4, probably because of some modification
close to the DyScOx/nitride interface occurring during the
ALD deposition or after the RTA step. ToF-SIMS profiles
�data not shown� taken on DNOS stacks after RTA at
1030 °C, revealed that Si diffusion affects DyScOx layer: in
the case of Si-rich SiN on bottom, the diffusion hardly af-
fects the interface, whereas in the case of Si3N4 on bottom a
broadening of the interface is revealed. It is possible to infer
that, even at 900 °C, despite direct evidence is not seen, due
to sensitivity, the considered interface is not perfectly iden-
tical in the two cases. Thus, an interface modification de-
pending on the different nitride on bottom of DyScOx could
be related to the observed different electrical behavior of the
TDNOS stacks, i.e., in terms of increase in leakage current
and different density of shallow traps in the blocking dielec-
tric.

D. Effect of scaling DyScOx thickness on memory
performance of TDNOS stacks

Capacitors featuring DyScOx films with nominal thick-
ness of 18 nm are also fabricated to check the memory per-
formance of TDNOS when scaling the total EOT of the
stack. Figure 10�a� shows a set of programming transients
acquired at different VG values for TDNOS stacks with 28
and 18 nm DyScOx as blocking layer on Si-rich SiN. As

FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison of �a� program and �b� erase transients at
the same FTO of TANOS-1 and TANOS-2 stacks.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Retention at 25 °C �full symbols� and 200 °C �open
symbols� of TANOS-1 and TANOS-2 benchmark samples.

FIG. 9. TDNOS stacks with Si-rich SiN and Si3N4 as CT layer: �a� program
transients at the same FTO; �b� Retention at 25 °C. Squares: on Si-rich SiN;
circles: on Si3N4. DyScOx nominal thickness is 28 nm.
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evident in the figure, the TDNOS stack can efficiently be
programmed, with a VFB shift in the range of 4–5 V at typical
operating conditions �18–20 V, 100 �s–1 ms�. Further,
when decreasing the DyScOx thickness �or, equivalently,
scaling the EOT of the cell�, a given program level can be
reached with a reduced VG, especially for pulse times below
1 ms. The beneficial effect of the scaling of DyScOx thick-
ness on erase performance is clearly visible in Fig. 10�b�,
where erase transients of TDNOS with different BD thick-
ness �on Si-rich SiN� are shown: at the same negative VG the
cell can be completely erased for shorter pulse times in the
case of DyScOx with nominal thickness of 18 nm. Similar
results are obtained for TDNOS stacks with stoichiometric
Si3N4 as trapping layer. Figure 11 shows the overall memory
window �MW� as a function of the stack EOT for the TD-
NOS stacks with Si-rich SiN as CT layer, compared to the
MW of TANOS-2 stack. Operating P/E conditions are �20
V, 100 �s and �18 V, 1 ms. The beneficial effect of scaling
DyScOx thickness on the MW can clearly be observed, par-
ticularly in the case of erase. Large MW of about 9 V can be
achieved when scaling EOT of the TDNOS stack from 15.3
nm down to 12.7 nm. Similar trend in MW improvement is
also observed for the TDNOS stacks with Si3N4 as CT layer.

However, a worsening in retention of the TDNOS stacks
is obtained when scaling DyScOx thickness from 28 down to
18 nm, whether the CT layer is Si3N4 or Si-rich SiN, at any

baking temperature. The most probable reason is that, when
BD thickness is reduced, electrons stored in silicon nitride or
in the shallow traps of DyScOx films see a reduced tunneling
distance toward the gate electrode so that the probability of
trap to trap or trap to band tunneling toward the gate is in-
creased in the case of thin DyScOx film.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, TANOS-like capacitors incorporating
DyScOx as BD are fabricated and their memory performance
in terms of program/erase and retention are studied and
benchmarked with correspondent TANOS cells. Despite the
promising � value and larger physical thickness compared to
Al2O3, DyScOx overall performance as blocking dielectric is
still insufficient to match the improvement required in a
TANOS cell. The main reasons are related to the dielectric
quality of the oxide especially in terms of current conduction
and trap density, which require further optimization. Differ-
ences in electrical performance of DyScOx-based stacks with
different silicon nitrides on bottom are observed, indicating
that a different charge trapping layer could affect the dielec-
tric quality of DyScOx BD.

Scaling DyScOx thickness improves the overall memory
window but leads to poor retention due to the reduced BD
thickness. A solution to achieve memory stack improvement
could be the use of an engineered blocking oxide composed
of a sealing layer made of thin oxide with high band gap
�i.e., SiO2 or Al2O3� and a thick DyScOx layer on top. In this
way, the presence of the high-quality sealing layer, in terms
of leakage current and barrier height with the trapping layer,
could improve the memory performance of the stack. In the
case of DyScOx, Al2O3 sealing layer could be the best choice
due to the DyScOx thermal instability on SiO2 for T
�900 °C.13 Moreover the low � value of SiO2 compared to
Al2O3 could compromise the overall � value of the blocking
oxide.
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